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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Twentieth Day: Saturday, November 25, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 197-46-36-25—23%W, 54%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)SEVEN TRUMPETS: Perfect stalking trip with speed inside—upside   
(#9)O’MALLEY’S MARCH: Big try at 74-1 in restricted stakes; great draw 
(#7)GRADE ONE: Handy colt is improving for DiVito Barn; attracts Lanerie 
(#3)NUCLEAR OPTION: “Cat hopped” without blinkers; has company early 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-7-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)MIA D’ORO: Stifled by a closer’s track in last; bred to relish two-turns  
(#6)RED RUBY: Beat next-out winner on debut from wide draw; improves 
(#9)ESKIMO KISSES: Just missed in two-turn debut at KEE; much tighter 
(#1)SKEPTIC: Sneaky good first start from one-hole; two-turn trip on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-9-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#10)QUEEN MUM: Second behind a nice filly last time; love the post draw   
(#8)PRINCESS WARRIOR: Like the cutback to 1-turn mile setup; G1 placed 
(#11)COSMIC BURST: Game front-end win in two-turn debut at Keeneland 
(#1)GO GOOGLE YOURSELF: Improving filly at best on dirt; C-Lan on fence 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-8-11-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)HONEY DONT: Game in lone turf try on conventional course; toss last   
(#9)FUNNY DUCK: Brutal trip in turf debut in Lexington; blinkers “on” 
(#12)RARE FORM: Gutsy debut and sharp work since; 9F, grass x-factors 
(#7)NEVERQUITDREAMING: Tighter w/ route race under belt; 3rd off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-12-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)BOOTSY’S HADENOUGH: Liking the blinks “on” play; experience edge   
(#2)CHAMPAGNE ALL DAY: Turf-to-dirt right on the money; returns fresh 
(#9)RIDGELINE HOPE: Training forwardly; sitting on a useful gate breeze 
(#8)LIGHTNING TWICE: She’s bred for a two-turn trip; great year for barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-9-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)MIA MISCHIEF: She’s the speed of the speed; slight cutback on target   
(#14)HINT OF MINT: Eye-catching local maiden win; second start off layoff 
(#6)HONOR WITH PRIDE: Appreciates extra 16th; never run poorly on dirt 
(#11)FOXY MISCHIEF: Returns to allowance ranks; gets the pocket trip? 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-14-6-11 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#12)PAYNE: Third in a “live” heat out of the box; stalks, rolls on by in lane   
(#6)WELLES CROWTHER: Sharp work tab over traditionally slow surface 
(#8)DREAM BABY DREAM: All heart in first crack v. winners; 3rd off shelf 
(#9)MENACING: Improvement likely with first-time Lasix, blinkers “on” 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-6-8-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#11)GENTLE RULER: Slight cutback suits; like rider change to Landeros   
(#8)PALMILLA MOON: Bay is bred to handle the grass; “bullet” in holster 
(#7)SIPPIN KITTEN: Bred for grass routes; jock change to Alvarado noted 
(#3)PERSEPHONE’S DAWN: Controls the pace; pedigree is dirt-oriented 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-8-7-3 
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RACE NINE—Golden Rod Stakes (G2) 
(#6)MONOMOY GIRL: Chestnut miss may be better on dirt; barn loves her   
(#10)KELLY’S HUMOR: Capable fresh, hood “on”; Cox has field surrounded 
(#8)STRONGER THAN EVER: Tons of ability, upside; stalks stretching out 
(#7)CASH OUT: 3rd behind buzz saw on turf; bred to handle 2-turns on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-10-8-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#6)MR. RECIO: Has a nice late kick; first-Lasix, love the turf-to-dirt angle   
(#8)OSKAR BLUES: At best on a “fast” racetrack; route to 1-turn mile a + 
(#3)EBBEN: Gets needed class relief, Lanerie; clocks pace, comes running 
(#7)TITLE READY: Improving and handy; sharp five-panel work since win 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-3-7 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN—Kentucky Jockey Club Stakes (G2) 
(#1)GOTTA GO: Won the local prep; sitting on a sharp breeze, loves CD 
(#6)ENTICED: New York raider will love two-turns; exits “live” G1 heat 
(#7)PROMISES FULFILLED: Undefeated; 3 “bullet” works since last win 
(#10)BRAVAZO: Cooked early in Street Sense S.; G1 placed around 2-turns 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-7-10 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#8)VICTORY LANE: Just missed in first start with hood despite rough trip   
(#10)ENJOY THE JOURNEY: Tough beat in 2-turn try; sitting on a big race 
(#11)ZING ZANG: Shuffled way back, came again on debut; 2-turn trip a + 
(#7)MOJO MAN: Second behind a nice colt in first start; upside, sharp barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-10-11-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


